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PRESS RELEASE
DR. JOHN E. CHICVAK RECOGNIZED BY THE NORTH AMERICAN CENTER FOR DENTISTRY AS TOP 25 DENTIST
Roslyn, NY (July 8, 2016) – Dr. John E. Chicvak has been recognized by the North American Center for Dentistry (NACD)
as one of the “Top 25” dentists in the Long Island area. This recognition is based on an evaluation of patient reviews
from several online sources with reviews averaging 4 stars or higher and being a dentist who has consistently provided
superior service and excellent patient experiences throughout their career.
The NACD is the nation’s premier community of dentists who excel in both skill and status. Dr. Chicvak said, “It’s an
honor to be recognized by the NACD. I consider it a privilege to treat my patients and constantly strive to ensure my
entire team provides them with excellent, quality care!”

About Dr. John E. Chicvak:
Dr. John E. Chicvak has a Dental Practice in of Roslyn, NY. Dr. Chicvak has over 25 years of experience in Dentistry
and received his Doctor of Dental Surgery degree from SUNY Stony Brook School of Dental Medicine and completed
his General Practice Residency at Long Island Jewish Medical Center as Chief Resident and has remained part of the
North Shore/LIJ Dental Team as an Attending. Dr. Chicvak’s entire team is dedicated to providing personalized, quality dental care.
Often referred to as the "Super Generalist", Dr. Chicvak and his team provide comprehensive dental care from pediatrics to
geriatrics.
Dr. Chicvak is committed to giving back to his community and beyond. He donates one day per month to care for the
Developmentally Disabled in the Operating Room of North Shore University Hospital. For more information or to schedule an
appointment, contact: 516.466.1177 or www.DentistryDoneBetter.com.

About The North American Center for Dentistry (NACD):
The NACD is an organization that serves to recognize and further promote excellence in dentistry by offering both
distinction and support to prominent dentists throughout the United States. They are focused on promoting
high-quality dental care, distinguishing dentists that provide excellent dental service and supporting those dentists
by offering benefits and resources specifically designed for the needs of a practicing dentist. For more information visit
www.americandentistry.org.
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